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THE RUIN OF ENGLAND
A Crime at the Gate of Heaven
All who love our matchless countryside and would
save it from the destruction now going on all round us
should read the article by the Editor of the C.N.
appearing in the coming issue of My Magazine, ready
everywhere on January'15. We take these words from it:
We are the first of all .the generations to know these
Islands well, and we are spoiling them. We are looking
on at the ruin of a countryside that is fit to be the gate of
heaven itself.
A bitter contrast it is to think of the England we inherited from our fathers and the England we are leaving
to our children. Here it is, set in the very centre of the
land of the world, as if it were its heart of hearts. We
have this matchless possession, and what are we doing
with it ? We are allowing it to become a rubbish heap.
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Food that will make you bigger—stronger—full
of energy ! Food that is good to eat, too.

Ask for Arthur Mee's Monthly

Y MAGAZINE
One Shilling Everywhere

" Force" will do all that because it is made
from the whole of the wheat—Nature's energy
food. It contains all the elements that will make
you fit — fit for more games and for more work.
With hot or cold milk the crackly flakes make
the most delicious dish for breakfast or supper.
Send the coupon below for a sample packet of
"Force" and get Mother to try it for your
breakfast.
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Wheat—flaked.
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Send o n a post-card your name and address, to the address belo w. v >< y , - \ \
This is all that is necessary for you to receive, free of all charge,
jolly winter game invented by " Sunny Jim," and a sample packet C..
\
of his famous " Force " flakes.
" S U N N Y JIM,"
c/o A. C. F I N C K E N & C O . (Sole Consignees " F O R C E " ) Vi. H
197, G R E A T P O R T L A N D STREET, L O N D O N , W . l .
(This offer aW>l(« only in ORBAT BRITAIN and NORTHERN IRELAND!
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Two Stirring Stories for Boys!

THE ISLAND OF SECRETS
by John Hunter

Read them in

CHUMS
The Paper for Manly Boys. Saturdays 2d.

John Hunter is one of the most famous story writers for boys.
The first instalment of " The Island of Secrets " appears in this
week's " Chums "—now on sale. This is a story bristling with
exciting adventures with a background of mystery that deepens
with every chapter—begin it today!

ROGUES OF THE "ROARING GLORY"
by S. Walkey
A yarn of the Spanish Main and a breathless search for a
treasure-galleon ! Read how the "Rogues of the Roaring
Glory " became the terror of seas. You can begin,, this great
story by a master story teller in " Chums " today.

